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The ASC Bulletin Editorial Board

Description: The ASC Bulletin Editorial Board publishes The ASC Bulletin, an official publication of the Society provided to all members. The Board members write and solicit articles and advertisements and suggest improvements to the newsletter.

Responsibilities

 Work with the Executive Board and other committees to communicate issues of import to the ASC membership.
 Publish committee activities and reports.
 Solicit technical and clinical practice articles.
 Coordinate Case Study solicitation and publication with Case Study Committee.
 Reach out to all committees to submit articles for The Bulletin.
 Maintain communications with JASC to discuss where material should be published.
 Educate and promote the benefits of new technology developments to membership.

2020-2021 Initiatives

 Summarize annual ASC Committee accomplishments biannually in the Bulletin.
 Evaluate the new layout of the Bulletin.
 Create a CYTOPATH--PODCAST discussions on interesting articles/activities (collaborate with the PD Committee and possibly social media committee)
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